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It’s awell-known tactic: the good-cop/bad-cop rou-
tine.We see it in films during interrogation scenes.
The bad cop threatens harsh punishment, long

prison sentences, even a vicious beating. The good
cop intimates a possible reprieve, gets the prisoner
medical attention, offers a cigarette. You see it in fam-
ilies. Dad will be the stern disciplinarian, mom will
come along and soften the terms in exchange for the
promise of better behavior. Now we are seeing the
good-cop/bad routine applied to Russian politics –
and quite effectively.

Since 2008, when Dmitry Medvedev was elected
President of the Russian Federation with over 71% of
the vote (an almost Soviet-style landslide), Russia has
been ruled by a“tandem.” Before the election,Vladimir
Putin had been president for two four-year terms. Ac-
cording to the constitution he could not seek a third
consecutive term. By then, Putin – who had quickly
risen from being Boris Yeltsin’s hand-picked (albeit
relatively unknown) successor to lording over Russia as
its beloved autocrat – could have had the constitution
changed to allow himself a third term. Instead, he
chose a subtler approach: he “appointed” Medvedev,
his long-time friend and colleague, whowas then First
Deputy PrimeMinister, to run for president. After the
election victory (a foregone conclusion), Putin had
himself appointed PrimeMinister.

One of the first changes pushed through parlia-
ment afterMedvedev became president was to extend
the presidential term from four years to six years. So
with thenext presidential elections inRussia due to take
place in March 2012, the scene has been set for Putin
running again. In the event that he wins and remains

president for another two six-year terms, Putin will
have ruled Russia as either president or primeminister
from1999 to 2024 – a quarter of a century.Theoretical-
ly Putin, who by thenwould be 71, could continue rul-
ing as prime minister, much as he has been doing for
the past three years. Just to give some perspective,
JosephStalin ruled for 29 years if you count fromLenin’s
death to his own. Leonid Brezhnev only 18 years.

Another scenario is that Putin will decide to let
Medvedev, who is 13 years younger than him, run for
president and hewill continue as primeminister for as
long as it suits him.Here again, Putin could realistically
extend his reign to more than a quarter of a century.

Kremlinologists are now speculating over which of
the tandemwill run for president.What everyone seems
to agree upon, however, is that Putin is the man who
calls the shots. US diplomats, in cables published by
WikiLeaks, have describedMedvedev as playing“Robin
to Putin’s Batman.” Putin is the one with the power
base within the government, and he is no less power-
ful than anyone else among the oligarchswhomanage
the economy.While his popularity among average Rus-
siansmayhave slipped – according to the independent
Levada Center, Putin’s approval rating dropped from
73% in February 2011 to 69% inMarch, the lowest since
the spring of 2005 – suchnumbers are enviable by any-

body’s standards.MeanwhileMedvedev’s approval rat-
ing dropped to 66% inMarch from 69% amonth earli-
er and was the lowest since he took office in May 2008
– still not too shabby. Ultimately, it is likely that the
Prime Minister will confer with Medvedev, whom he
clearly respects, but the decision will be Putin’s.

From aWestern perspective, Putin is no doubt the
bad cop in the tandem andMedvedev is the good cop.
Such an analogy is obviously reductive, and by design
it plays on subjective interpretations of behavior; but
as the basis for tactical maneuvers, such a gambit can
throw potential adversaries off balance, which is the
whole point.

Good cop,
bad cop

Twenty years since the coup that terminated the
USSR, Russia’s dynamic duo is gearing up for
elections, and everyone is waiting to see if it will be
Putin or Medvedev to run for president.
Ultimately the situation on the ground will
determine what suits Putin best.

Russian President
Dmitry Medvedev (L)
and Prime Minister
Vladimir Putin prepare
to play badminton
during an informal
meeting at the
presidential residence
at Gorki, outside
Moscow June 11, 2011.
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One of the most recent examples with regard to
theWest came in the context of the LibyanWar. Many
observers expected Russia to vetoUNResolution 1973
inMarch,which called for a no-fly zone and authorized
“all necessary measures to protect civilians.” Surpris-
ingly – or perhaps cynically, as it was in Russia’s inter-
est to have NATO bogged down in another conflict
whilemuch of Libya’s oil and gas stopped flowing and
prices soared – Russia abstained. Shortly after the
bombing started, Putin was visiting a Russian missile
factory and gave one of his frequent off-the-cuff analy-
ses of the situation. He likened the resolution to “me-
dieval calls for crusades… when someone called on
someone else to go to a certain place and liberate
something.” He accused theWest of blatantly twisting
logic and conscience in order to justify what was in re-
ality NATO taking sides in a civil war between various
tribal alliances.

The Western press latched on to the crusader re-
mark. Putin was again portrayed like a fulminating pit
bull. But he understood that such straight-talking
would appeal to nearly everyone at home.

Meanwhile,Medvedevwas quick to counter with a
public rebuke of his patron: “Under no circumstances
is it acceptable to use expressions which essentially
lead to a clash of civilizations, such as ‘crusade’ and so
on, Otherwise, everything may end up much worse
compared to what’s going on now.”

After that exchange theWestern press began talk-
ing about a possible rift in the tandem. Medvedev, it
seemed, was finally asserting himself. Not only did
observers speculate as to whether he would run for
president next year, they evenwondered (wishful think-
ing perhaps) if he would run against Putin.

Within a month of the rebuke, another move
among the Kremlin hierarchy caused observers to

speculate about a possible Medvedev ascendency.
Deputy Prime Minister Igor Sechin, a staunch Putin
ally, resigned as Chairman of Rosneft following calls by
the President to hasten the privatization of Russia’s
biggest oil company.

In general, Medvedev is seen as the level-headed
pro-Western half of the tandem. He is a lawyer. Putin
is a KGB (now FSB) man. Medvedev represents the
rule of law, Putin the cloak-and-dagger world of espi-
onage. When Russian lawyer Sergei Magnitsky, who
was representing US-based Hermitage Capital Man-
agement, died in late 2009 while being held in jail on
trumped up charges stemming from an elaborate and
brazen scam cooked up by rogue elements of theMin-
istry of Interior (some would say this is a tautology),
Medvedev railed against what he called“legal nihilism”
and vowed to clean up Russia’s corruption.

At about the same time thatMedvedev was calling
for legal reform in the face ofWestern criticism, Putin
was gloating over the fact that Mikhail Khodorkovsky
had just been sentenced to another seven years in
prison (on top of the seven already spent there) in a tri-
al reminiscent of Soviet kangaroo courts. In 2003when
he was first arrested, Khodorkovsky was the CEO of
Yukos Oil and the richest man in Russia.

In order to understand the direction inwhich Putin
intends to take Russia, it is important to recognize
the initial arrest of Khodorkovsky as a turning point in
post-Soviet Russia.WhenYeltsin resigned on Decem-
ber 31, 1999 and handed power over to Putin, Russia
was still reeling from a privatization program that
amounted to the wholesale pillaging of state assets. A
handful of ruthless entrepreneurs essentially owned
the country. In 1996 these oligarchs financedYeltsin’s
reelection, expecting favors in return. Among themost
powerful were media barons Vladimir Gusinsky and
Boris Berezovsky, also CEO of the Sibneft oil compa-
ny. Berezovsky was chased into exile in the United
Kingdom in late 2000 after coming to loggerheads
with Putin. Gusinsky, who was targeted by Putin at
around the same time, opted for Spain and Israel.
Khodorkovsky, perhaps the brashest of the oligarchs,
publically challenged Putin even after the President
had explicitly warned oligarchs that if they wanted to
keep doing business in Russia they should not to get
involved in politics. It didn’t take long before pictures
of Khodorkovsky behind bars made their way around
the world.

In theWest, Putinwas deemed an aspiring autocrat
bent on reestablishing the security services, fromwhich
he came, as the preeminent powers. In Russia he was
largely seen as having saved the populace from the
rapacious claws of rabid capitalists (disproportion-
ately represented by Jews like Gusinsky, Berezovsky
and Khodorkovsky) and given the country back to the
Russian people.

Moreover, Putin oversaw the
brutal yet successful Second
Chechen War, launched in Au-
gust 1999 while he was Yeltsin’s
Prime Minister, after the
Chechens, whohadwonde fac-
to independence in the First
Chechen War (1994-1996), had
extended the insurgency to
neighboring Dagestan. Putin
also presided over a partial re-
nationalization of state assets,
which coincided with a rise in
oil prices before the 2008 finan-
cial crisis, and thereby to signif-
icant growth in the Russian
economy dominated by oil and
gas. Indeed, inPutin’s eight years
as president Russia’s GDPmore
than doubled. This projection
of military and economic
strength extended also to Rus-
sia’s “near abroad,” the former
Soviet republics still considered
Russia’s sphere of influence.

Although Putin is often criticized in theWest as an
autocrat, from a Russian perspective such a cursory
dismissal reflects ignorancewith regard to Russian po-
litical culture.Hadhe chosen to, Putin could have prob-
ably changed the constitution and established himself
as a“benign dictator” in true Russian fashion.The only
power base that could opposedhim– i.e. the siloviki, as
the security and military apparatus have come to be
called – owed its resurgence to Putin. After all, this is a
context in which less than a century ago Stalin would
play good cop to Lavrentiy Beria, who as head of the
NKVD (precursor to theKGB)was oneof the fiercest bad
cops in a century with no dearth of them.

But Putin is well aware of Russia’s dilemma in the
21st century. He must ensure that Russia does not fall
into chaos, as it did in the 1990s. At the same time, he
must guide the country toward effective moderniza-
tion. Too much autocracy will hinder post-industrial
modernization.

In order to avoid chaos, Putin needs to bolster se-
curity within – protecting the nascent capitalist system
from those oligarchs (and siloviki) forwhomRussia’s in-
terests are secondary to their ownpersonal interests, as
well as from rebellious ethnic groups that would un-
dermine the Russian Federation’s cohesion. He also
needs to protect Russia from external threats: NATO in
the west, jihadists in the south, and China on its east-
ern flank. In order to maintain stability in such a pre-
carious context, Russians have learned to accept un-
fathomable hardships. Invasions have historically been
met with scorched earth tactics.

Another aspect of Russian history that almost begs
for an iron fist to rule the people, is that the Russians
have become averse to change because change usual-
ly results in chaos, mayhem and widespread death.
AmongWestern European leftists, Russia was seen as
the vanguard of political change because of the Bol-
shevik Revolution. But the Bolsheviks were merely a
ruthless minority. Their power was only fully consoli-
dated on top of the graves ofmillions of dead from the
civil war and government enforced famine aimed at a
peasantry resistant to collectivization.WhenWestern
Europe was winding down the Reformation, the Rus-
sians had their own religious protests. The only differ-
encewas that the Russian“Old Believers” refused to ac-
cept Archbishop Nikon’s ritual and textual revisions
meant to unify the Russian and Greek Orthodox
Churches.

In short, the average Russian holds neither the
ideals of free enterprise and free speech nor some
vague Athenian abstraction known as democracy (the
Russians were informed by Patristic Greek rather than
Attic Greek) in such high regard as to be unwilling to
sacrifice it for a guarantee against marauders from
without or within. This brings us to the shift in per-
ception needed if one is to assess whatmight be going
on inMoscowbefore the presidential election.Winston
Churchill compared Kremlin power struggles to bull-
dogs fighting under a carpet: “An outsider only hears
the growling, andwhen he sees the bones fly out from
beneath, it is obvious who won.” In this light, superfi-
cial observers keep waiting for either Putin or

Moscow, August 1991.
Soldiers with a portrait
of Boris Yeltsin on their
armored personnel
carrier. Pro-democracy
demonstrators
supporting Yeltin took
to the streets to defy
tanks and soldiers sent
by hard-line
Communists, who
imprisoned Soviet
President Mikhail
Gorbachev in an
attempted coup that
collapsed after three
days.
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power has shown itself to be
merely an extension of Putin’s.
And here is where Medvedev’s
sincerely liberal tendencies can
be used as aweapon for Putin to
disarm even his staunch allies.
As Chairman of Rosneft, Igor
Sechin was in a position of
enormous power. Medvedev
called for fewer Kremlin insid-
ers to head private companies,
which lead to Sechin’s dismissal.
In June,Medvedev firedDeputy
Interior Minister Aleksei
Anichin, a former classmate of
Mr. Putin’s and one of Russia’s
most senior police officials.
Anichin had also been impli-
cated in the Magnitsky case.
This could be seen as a signal to
those in the Interior Ministry, a
silovik bastion, not to overstep
their bounds. In 2010Medvedev
fired the powerful Mayor of
Moscow, Yuri Luzhkov.

Another key figure is Fi-
nance Minister Aleksei Kudrin,
whose insistence before the fi-
nancial crisis on establishing a
reserve fund rather than invest-
ing in infrastructure allowed
Russia to ride out the storm. In
this case, too, Kudrin is an ex-
tension of Putin’s power.

As far as the decision to run
is concerned, in an recent in-
terview with The New York

Times, Kudrin put his finger on the issue that should de-
termine Putin’s decision to run for president or not. “We
won’t be able to grow the economy by simply increas-
ing oil production anymore.More complicatedwork is
ahead of us. In essence, it will be diversification of
economy… Communication, transport, information
communications,main branches of industrywill grow.
But not oil. Of course, we will get away from our de-
pendence on oil. It will be very difficult – it is necessary
to create good rules of the game, and both Putin and
Medvedev understand this.” Perhaps Medvedev – the
lawyer who was also chairman of Gazprom’s board of
directors – is the man best qualified to get the job
done. Or even Kudrin himself, whose name is now be-
ing whispered as possible primeminister.

Putin is too often viewed in theWest as a cold, cal-
culating ruler with despotic tendencies.While thismay
not be entirely inaccurate, it is an incomplete vision of
theman.What is often downplayed is his deeply root-

Medvedev’s bones to come flying out.Whatmay not be
obvious, however, is that insideRussia,Medvedevmay
be playing bad cop to Putin’s good cop.

Churchill’s observation still holds, but the power
struggle is not somuch between the President and the
PrimeMinister, even less with any opposition figures.
If recent history is any indication, the real threat to
Putin’s powerwill come fromamong the siloviki.When
Gorbachev was in power he was continually undercut
by Yeltsin, a prominent member of the Communist
Party. The sameGorbachevwas the target of a coup 20
years ago this August 19-21, led by his Vice President
GennadyYanayev, after whichYeltsin took power. Even
the notorious Beria, who became General Secretary
upon Stalin’s death, didn’t lastmore than fourmonths
before party insider Nikita Krushchev organized his ar-
rest and execution.

In other words, a power struggle implies a fight be-
tween those who wield power. Thus far, Medvedev’s

ed patriotism,which in the Soviet Union and the Russ-
ian Empire that it sprang fromwas commonly known
as “Russian chauvinism.” The Russian people sense
this, and as long as they feel he has the best interests of
the Russian nation as a priority, they will continue to
support him.

If Putin’s chauvinismdetermines his strategic view
– i.e., reassert Russia as a major international power
able to defend itself and its interestswell into the future
– his tactics reflect an often overlooked element of his
upbringing. TheWestern press tends to ignore the fact
that he is a black belt in judo – or at least they onlymen-
tion it to showhowPutin is trying to feed a“cult of per-
sonality” with macho images of himself hunting and
fighting.

Judo, a martial art that Putin has studied since the
age of six, is designed to enable a physicallyweaker per-
son to defeat a stronger opponent. It must be remem-
bered that Putin took over as President at a historical
nadir for Russia. All themoves he hasmade since then
reflect “the gentle way,” which is what the Japanese
word “judo” means. He waits patiently, always main-
taining a solid base, andwith subtle faints, pushes and
pulls, attempts to unbalance his opponent.When the
moment is right – and timing is of the essence – he uses
the opponent’s own force against him to gain a position
of control and neutralize him.

Ultimately Putin will base his decision onwhether
he feels he needs to project power outward, or con-
centrate on the power struggle taking place under the
rug. In the latter case, hemay choose to haveMedvedev
run for president and spend the next six years consol-
idating powerwithin Russia. Judo’s central principle is
“maximumefficiency,minimumeffort”; and in one of
his rambling press conferences while still President,
Putin complained of having to work too many hours.
Since relinquishing the presidency, he has had to go on
fewer trips abroad, which has allowed him to keep his
sharp eyes on various Kremlin dog fights. And if need
be, he can sic Medvedev on any of his “staunch sup-
porters” who seem to be getting too ambitious. On the
other hand, if Putin feels he has achieved a position of
control at home, he can then choose to extend that
control abroad.

Meanwhile the Russian political scene is mush-
rooming new “independent” parties such as Russia’s
Right Cause and the Popular Front, more an umbrella
organization created by Putin to unite Russia’s labor
unions, prominent social organizations, economic lob-
bying sectors, big business, individuals and political
parties. It’s too early to tell what the scope of the Pop-
ular Front is. Itmight serve asmerely a diversion to un-
balance the opposition, or it might form the basis for
a viable institution in the future. For now, though,
there is no truly empowered opposition to contest
Putin in the short term. And yet, this doesn’t mean

that a gradual shift toward amore open economy and
society is counter to Putin’s strategic objectives. As
Medvedev has said, warning of stagnation lurking be-
hind the stability Russia has gained, “Economies are
like parachutes: they only work when they are open.”
Perhaps Medvedev will be the one to open Russian
society. After all, when Putin turns 71 Medvedev will
only be 58.

The thing to keep inmindwhen dealingwith Putin
– arguably the most formidable political figure of this
century – is thatmerely seeing into his Russian soulwill
not be enough. Hemust not be pigeonholed as a self-
serving autocrat no matter what he does in that vein,
and none of hismoves should be taken for granted. Be-
cause as anyone who has any experience in dog fights
with judo black belts can attest to, your own strength
– be it military, economic or analytical – can easily be
turned into a weapon against you.

Russian matryoshka
dolls decorated with
images of Barack
Obama (R), his Russian
counterpart Dmitry
Medvedev (C) and
Russia’s Prime Minister
Vladimir Putin (L) on
display at a market in
Moscow.
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PUTIN’S APPROVAL RATING (2000-2011)

IN YOUR OPINION WHY DO SO MANY PEOPLE
TRUST PRIME MINISTER PUTIN?

Stash Luczkiw is the author of numerous essays in Slavic Studies.


